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Outer Glove:
BioClean Ultimate™ (BUPS)
300mm Sterile Polychloroprene 

Cleanroom Glove

Inner Glove:
BioClean Synergy™ (BSAN)

300mm Non-sterile Nitrile 
Cleanroom Glove

Customer Information Aid
Double-Donning

This donning guide is for guidance only, site protocols and procedures should be followed at all times.
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Take a pair of BioClean Ultimate™ (BUPS) 
sterile powder-free gloves and tear open 
the ‘EasyTear™’ pouch at the top where 
indicated.

Remove the inner plastic wallet, place on a flat surface 
and unfold so that both gloves are accessible. Do not 
touch the exterior of the gloves. Pinch the sides of the 
plastic wallet to ensure flaps do not hamper access to 
the gloves.

Insert fingers into the first BUPS glove, palm side up, 
bend thumb towards the palm and slide hand fully 
into glove whilst pulling up on the cuff, ensuring no 
contact with the outside surface of the glove 
(i.e. non-sterile against non-sterile contact). 
Leave the cuff folded at this stage.

Place fingers of donned glove hand into cuff of BUPS 
glove left in inner plastic wallet to give stability. Slide 
fingers of BSAN gloved hand into BUPS glove, bend 
thumb towards palm and slide fingers fully into glove 
whilst pulling glove up over the wrist using gloved 
hand touching the outside surface only (i.e. sterile 
against sterile contact).

Pull up the cuff of the first BUPS glove using the 
BUPS gloved second hand. Take care to only touch 
the outside of the glove. (i.e. sterile against sterile 
contact).

Don a pair of BioClean Synergy™ 
(BSAN) non-sterile powder-free 
gloves. Ensure the cuffs are pulled 
up to their maximum length.
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